
Flow Studio:  

A new way to  
automate workflows

Flow Studio is the heart of the Automation Hero platform, the place 

where a user automates a workflow. 

What you bring to Flow Studio as inputs could be data from a wide range of sources 

inside your company. Flow Studio has an extensive pre-built connector library. We 

also support connecting to your systems via API. You then choose from hundreds of 

drag-and-drop functions, which let you perform actions or include calculations using 

your specified data. Functions can be customized for your company and shared among 

teams. Using your connected data sources and functions, you can then author an end-

to-end automation, or a flow. 

Flow Studio leverages sophisticated AI techniques to parse data that’s either structured 

and unstructured, from sources either on-premise or off, letting users build automations 

that solve complex problems — no code necessary. 

Pull in more data

Flow Studio lets you connect to a wide variety of data sources, including  

cloud-based applications, databases (either structured or unstructured) and 

legacy data. 

Try an API

Use an applications REST API to access data or edit the information in the 

database. 

Build end-to-end flows with a few 
easy clicks.

No code required
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Customizable outputs

Any user can add an output, or several of them, in Flow Studio, depending on 

the desired outcome of your workflow or task. You can also use our personal 

automation assistant, Robin, to keep humans in the loop as these tasks are 

completed. 

Make real-time decisions

Run processes in parallel that allow information to stream continuously across 

the platform and support real-time decision-making. 

Add AI

Once you’ve built an automation in Flow Studio, you can easily move right into 

an automation by bringing trained AI models into the flow with a few clicks.

Set notifications

As you build a flow, you can design notifications and route them, depending on 

your organizational needs. You can also monitor systems through smart logs in 

our environment, or connect to your own external logging system.

Track effectiveness

Is your automation running effectively? You can balance compute power and 

monitor back pressure. 

What is Automation Hero?
Automation Hero’s end-to-end automation platform for the modern enterprise combines 

screen scraping, structured and unstructured data processing, machine learning, and 

the human workforce. It’s an operating system for automation — intelligently automating 

everything from simple tasks to complex business processes. This improves information 

worker productivity and drives more successful, optimized business outcomes. Its 

powerful backend focuses on three key areas: eliminating repetitive and time-consuming 

tasks, automating common asks and augmenting employee decision making.

Run processes in parallel that 
support real-time decision-making.

Decisions in real time


